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Introduction and Overview
Purpose of the Policy
Schools must have an online safety policy covering the safe use of internet and electronic
communications technologies such as mobile phones and internet connected devices. The policy
will highlight the need to educate children, young people and their families about both the benefits
and risks of using technologies both in and away from the school context. It will also provide
safeguards and rules to guide staff, pupils and visitors in their online experiences.
The Education and Inspections Act 2006 empowers Headteachers to such extent as is reasonable,
to regulate the behaviour of pupils when they are off the school site and empowers members of
staff to impose disciplinary penalties for inappropriate behaviour. This is pertinent to incidents of
cyberbullying, or other online safety incidents covered by this policy, which may take place outside
of the school, but is linked to membership of the school. The 2011 Education Act increased these
powers with regard to the searching for and of electronic devices and the deletion of data. In the
case of both acts, action can only be taken over issues covered by the published Behaviour Policy.
Schools are subject to an increased level of scrutiny of their online safety practices by Ofsted
Inspectors during inspections. There are additional duties under the Counter Terrorism and
Securities Act 2015 which requires schools to ensure that children are safe from terrorist and
extremist material on the internet.
The school’s Online Safety Policy will operate in conjunction with other policies including
Behaviour, Bullying, Curriculum, Data Protection, Safeguarding, Information Security and any
Home-School Agreements.

Scope of the Policy
This policy applies to all members of the school community (including staff, pupils, volunteers,
parents / carer, visitors, community users) who have access to and are users of school ICT
systems, both in and out of the school.
The policy will be communicated to staff/pupils/community in the following ways:
•

Policy to be available via the school office / network / website

•

Policy to be part of school induction pack for new staff

•

Regular updates and training on online safety for all staff

•

Acceptable use agreements discussed with staff and pupils at the start of each year.
Acceptable use agreements to be issued to whole school community, on entry to the
school.
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Online Safety Audit (2017-18)
This audit should be completed by the member of the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) responsible
for the online safety policy. Staff who could contribute to the audit include the Child Protection
coordinator, Data Protection / GDPR Officer, Data Security Officer, SENCO, Online Safety
coordinator, ICT Subject Leader and Headteacher.
Date of latest update of the online safety policy (at least annual): September 2018
The school online safety policy was agreed by governors on:
The policy is available for staff at: Staff Folder / School Website
The policy is available for parents/carers at: School Website
The online safety coordinator is: Mrs C. Cook
The member of the Senior Leadership Team responsible for online safety is: Mr G. Anderson
The member of the Governing Body responsible for online safety is:
The Child Protection coordinator is: Mr G. Anderson
The Data Protection Officer is:
Has online safety training been provided for all staff?

Y/N

Has online safety guidance been provided for all pupils?

Y/N

Are online safety guidance materials available for parents?

Y/N

Is there a clear procedure for a response to an incident of concern?

Y/N

Have online safety materials from CEOP and other agencies been
considered?
Have all staff (teaching and non-teaching) signed the Staff Acceptable Use
Agreement?
Have all pupils signed the Pupil Acceptable Use Agreement?

Y/N

Have all parents/carers signed an Online Safety home / school agreement
form?
Are online safety rules displayed in all rooms where computers are used and
expressed in a form that is accessible to all pupils?
Is personal data collected, stored and used according to the principles of the
General Data Protection Regulation?
Is Internet access provided by an approved educational internet service
provider (e.g. RM)?
Has filtering on internet-based devices been appropriately applied?

Y/N
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Roles and Responsibilities
The following section outlines the online safety roles and responsibilities of individuals and groups
within the school (in some cases the roles described may be combined):

Headteacher
•

To take overall responsibility for the safety (including online safety) of members of the
school community

•

To take overall responsibility for data management and information security ensuring the
school follows best practice in information handling

•

To ensure the school uses an approved, filtered internet service, which complies with
current statutory requirements

•

To be responsible for ensuring that staff receive suitable training to carry out their
safeguarding and online safety roles

•

To be aware of procedures to be followed in the event of a serious online safety incident

Online Safety Coordinator / Designated Safeguarding Lead
• To take day to day responsibility for online safety issues and have a leading role in
establishing and reviewing the school online safety policies / documents
• To promote an awareness and commitment to online safety throughout the school
community
• To ensure that online safety education is embedded within the curriculum
• To ensure that all staff are aware of the procedures that need to be followed in the event of
an online safety incident
• To ensure that online safety incidents are logged as safeguarding incidents
• Is regularly updated in online safety issues and legislation, and is aware of the potential for
serious child protection issues
• To facilitate training and advice for all staff
• To liaise with the Local Authority and relevant agencies

Governors / Online Safety Governor
•
•

To ensure that the school has in place policies and practices to keep the children and staff
safe online
To approve the Online Safety Policy and review the effectiveness of the policy

Elementary / Technical Support
•

To ensure that the school’s technical infrastructure is secure and is not open to misuse or
malicious attack, e.g. by keeping virus protection up to date

•

To ensure that users may only access the networks and devices through a properly
enforced password protection policy, in which passwords are regularly changed

•

To report any online safety related issues that come to their attention to the Online Safety
Coordinator

•

To ensure appropriate backup procedures exist so that critical information and systems can
be recovered in the event of a disaster.

Data and Information Manager
•

To ensure that the data they manage is accurate and up-to-date
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•

To ensure best practice in information management, i.e. have appropriate access controls
in place, that data is used, transferred and deleted in-line with data protection requirements.

Teaching and Support Staff
•
•

To ensure they have an up to date awareness of online safety matters and of the current
school Online Safety Policy and practices
To read, understand, sign and adhere to the school staff Acceptable Use Agreement /
Policy

•

To report any suspected misuse or problem to the Online Safety Coordinator / Headteacher

•

To ensure that any digital communications with pupils / parents / carers should be on a
professional level and only through school based systems, e.g. not on personal email,
mobile phones etc.
To embed online safety in the curriculum

•
•

To ensure that pupils understand and follow the Online Safety Policy and Pupil Acceptable
Use Agreement

•

To supervise and guide pupils carefully when engaged in learning activities involving online
technology (including, extra-curricular and extended school activities if relevant)

•

To ensure that pupils have a good understanding of research skills and the need to avoid
plagiarism and uphold copyright regulations

•

To monitor the use of digital technologies, mobile devices, cameras etc in lessons and
other school activities (where allowed) and implement current policies with regard to these
devices

•

To model safe, responsible and professional behaviours in their own use of technology

Pupils
•
•
•

To read, understand, sign and adhere to the Pupil Acceptable Use Agreement annually
To understand the importance of reporting abuse, misuse or access to inappropriate
materials, and how to do so
To know what action to take if they or someone they know feels worried or vulnerable when
using online technology

•

To understand the importance of adopting safe behaviours and good online safety practice
when using digital technologies out of school and realise that the school’s Online Safety
Policy covers their actions out of school, if related to their membership of the school

•

To have a good understanding of research skills and the need to avoid plagiarism and
uphold copyright regulations

•

To know, understand and adhere to the school policy on the use of mobile devices and
digital cameras, including the taking / use of images and cyberbullying

Parents / Carers
•

To support the school in promoting online safety and endorse the Parents’ Acceptable Use
Agreement, including the use of photographs and video images and pupils’ use of the
internet

•

To read, understand and promote the school Pupil Acceptable Use Agreement with their
children

•

To consult with the school if they have any concerns about their children’s use of
technology

•

To model safe, responsible and positive behaviours in their own use of technology
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Visitor Users
•

Any external individual / organisation will sign an Acceptable Use Agreement prior to using
technology or the internet within school

•

To support the school in promoting online safety

•

To model safe, responsible and positive behaviours in their own use of technology

Education and Training
Pupils
Whilst regulation and technical solutions are very important, their use must be balanced by
educating pupils to take a responsible approach. The education of pupils in online safety is
therefore an essential part of the school’s online safety provision. Children and young people need
the help and support of the school to recognise and avoid online safety risks and build their
resilience.
Online safety should be a focus in all areas of the curriculum and staff should reinforce online
safety message across the curriculum.
See appendix 1 for the online safety statements from the Computing Curriculum programme of
study.
The online safety curriculum should be broad, relevant and provide progression, with opportunities
for creative activities and will be provided in the following ways:
•

A planned online safety curriculum is provided as part of Computing lessons

•

Pupils will sign and follow the guidance outlined in the Acceptable Use Agreement

Staff and Governors
All staff receive online safety training and understand their responsibilities, as outlined in this
policy. Governors are invited to online safety training events.
Training will be offered as follows:
•

A programme of online safety training is available for staff.

•

All new staff will receive online safety training as part of their induction programme,
ensuring that they fully understand the school Online Safety Policy and Acceptable Use
Agreements

Parents / Carers
Beam County Primary School will provide information and awareness to parents and carers
through:
• Letters, newsletters, website
• Parent / carer online safety workshop
• High profile events and campaigns such as Safer Internet Day
• Reference to the relevant websites / publications for further support

Managing the Infrastructure, Equipment and Content
Access, Security and Filtering
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The school is responsible for ensuring that the school infrastructure / network is as safe and secure
as is reasonably possible.
This includes but is not limited to:
•

The school has educational, filtered, secure broadband connectivity

•

Internet access is filtered for all users to keep users safe, including from terrorist and
extremist material. Illegal content is filtered by the broadband provider, and only nominated
staff are able to make a change to the filtering system

•

The filtering system prevents pupils using websites designed to bypass the filtering

•

The school has a secure wireless network to ensure access is restricted to school devices

•

The school checks their virus protection is updating regularly and informs their IT Support
Service provider of any issues

•

Staff and pupils have access to the school network via a login suitable to their ‘role’. Staff
do not share their login details. (From Year 1 pupils should have individual logins, though
the passwords may not be complex at KS1)

•

Staff access to the management information system is controlled through a separate
password for data security purposes. Staff only have access to the modules they require for
their role, and passwords are not shared
The school checks that their data is backed up
The school is responsible for ensuring that software licence logs are accurate and up to
date and that regular checks are made to reconcile the number of licences purchased
against the number of software installations
The school ensures that all pupil level or personal data sent over the internet is encrypted
or sent using an approved system

•
•

•

Password Policy
•
•
•

The school makes it clear that staff and pupils must always keep their passwords private
and not share them with others
If a password is compromised the school should be notified immediately
Email / MIS systems require a strong password and are updated regularly

Personal Devices
•

Personal devices brought into school are entirely at the owner’s risk. The school accepts no
responsibility for the loss, theft or damage of any phone or hand-held device brought into
school

•

Staff must not use their personal device when contacting pupils or parents; there is access
to a school phone

Use of Digital and Video Images
The development of digital imaging technologies has created significant benefits to learning,
allowing staff and pupils instant use of images that they have recorded themselves or downloaded
from the internet. However, staff, parents / carers and pupils need to be aware of the risks
associated with publishing digital images on the internet. Such images may provide avenues for
cyberbullying to take place. Digital images may remain available on the internet forever and may
cause harm or embarrassment to individuals in the short or longer term. It is common for
employers to carry out internet searches for information about potential and existing employees.
The school will inform and educate users about these risks and will implement policies to reduce
the likelihood of the potential for harm.
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•

When using digital images, staff should inform and educate pupils about the risks
associated with the taking, use, sharing, publication and distribution of images. In particular
they should recognise the risks attached to publishing their own images on the internet, e.g.
on social networking sites

•

Written permission from parents or carers will be obtained before photographs of pupils are
published on the school website / social media / local press
In accordance with guidance from the Information Commissioner’s Office, parents / carers
are welcome to take videos and digital images of their children at school events for their
own personal use. To respect everyone’s privacy and in some cases protection, these
images should not be published / made publicly available on social networking sites, nor
should parents / carers comment on any activities involving other pupils in the digital / video
images
Staff or pupils may not record images of pupils except on school devices which may not
leave the site unless it is part of an off-site visit and covered in the safe guarding aspect of
the risk assessment. Mobile phones may not be used or visible in any part of the school
where pupils have access to.
Pupils must not take, use, share, publish or distribute images of others without their
permission
Photographs published on the website will be selected carefully and will comply with good
practice guidance on the use of such images

•

•

•
•

Email and Communications
A wide range of rapidly developing communications technologies has the potential to enhance
learning. Schools need to consider the benefit of using these technologies for education whilst
reducing their risks.
•

Staff and pupils should only use the school email service to communicate with others when
in school, or on school systems. Users should be aware that email communications are
monitored

•

Any digital communication between staff and pupils or parents / carers must be
professional in tone and content, and must only take place on school approved systems.
Personal email addresses or social media must not be used for these communications

•

Users must immediately tell an appropriate member of staff if they receive any
communication which is offensive, discriminatory, threatening or bullying in nature, and
should not respond to any such communication

•

Staff or pupil personal contact information should not be published. The contact details
given online should be the school office

Social Media – Staff (Protecting Professional Identity)
All schools have a duty of care to provide a safe learning environment for pupils and staff. Schools
could be held responsible, indirectly, for acts of their employees in the course of their employment.
Staff members who harass, cyberbully, discriminate on the grounds of sex, race or disability or who
defame a third party may render the school or local authority liable to the injured party. Reasonable
steps to prevent predictable harm must be in place.
•
•
•

All school staff sign the Acceptable Use Agreement indicating they understand and will
follow the guidance contained
School staff ensure they make no reference in social media to pupils, parents / carers or
school staff
School staff should not engage in online discussion on personal matters relating to
members of the school community
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•
•
•

School staff should ensure that personal opinions are not attributed to the school or local
authority
School staff should ensure that security settings on personal social media profiles are
regularly checked to minimise risk of loss of personal information
As part of active social media engagement, it is considered good practice to proactively
monitor the internet for public postings about the school

Social Media – Pupils
•

The school will control access to social networking sites, and where relevant educate pupils
in their safe use

•

All pupils staff sign the Acceptable Use Agreement indicating they understand and will
follow the guidance contained

•

Pupils will be advised never to give out personal details of any kind which may identify
them, their friends or their location

Staff/pupil online relationships
Staff may not communicate with pupils online (including accepting pupils as friends on
social media sites) except through school systems and equipment. Staff are reminded that
where their personal online activity or presence could be publicly available they are
expected to maintain consistency with their professional status and influence. Staff found
to be in breach of this may be subject to disciplinary action and/or child protection
investigation.

Incident Management
Responding to Incidents
•

The school will take all reasonable precautions to ensure online safety

•

Complaints of internet misuse will be dealt with by a senior member of staff, with Online
Safety Coordinator as first point of contact

•

Any complaint about staff misuse must be referred to the Headteacher, unless the concern
is about the Headteacher in which case the complaint is referred to the Chair of Governors
and the Local Authority’s Designated Officer

•

Complaints of a child protection nature must be dealt with in accordance with school child
protection procedures

•

If a member of staff or pupil receives online communication that is considered particularly
disturbing or illegal, the Police will be contacted

•

If an incident involving sexting comes to the attention of a member of staff, it must be
reported to the Designated Safeguarding Lead immediately (see appendix 2 for further
advice relating to sexting incidents)
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Responding to Incidents – Flow Chart
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Appendix 1

Online Safety in Computing Programme of Study
EYFS and Key Stage 1
Pupils should be taught to:
• Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where
to go for help and support when they have concerns about content or contact on the
internet or other online technologies.

Key Stage 2
Pupils should be taught to:
• Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and
be discerning in evaluating digital content
• Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable / unacceptable
behaviour; identify a range of ways to report concerns about content or contact
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Appendix 2

Handling a Sexting Incident
An overview for all teaching and non-teaching staff in schools and
colleges
Sexting
“Sexting” refers to the sending or posting of sexually suggestive images, including nude or
semi-nude photographs of a person under 18 years of age, via mobiles or over the
internet. The UKCCIS advice document refers to this as ‘youth produced sexual imagery’.
All incidents involving youth produced sexual imagery will be responded to as follows:
•

The incident will be referred to the DSL immediately and the DSL will hold an initial
review meeting with appropriate staff. If appropriate, there will be subsequent
interviews with the pupils involved.

•

Parents will be informed at an early stage and involved in the process unless there
is good reason to believe that involving parents would put the young person at risk
of harm.
At any point in the process, if there is a concern a young person has been harmed
or is at risk of harm a referral will be made to children’s social care and/or the police
immediately in accordance with this policy.

•

In some instances, it may be necessary to refer the matter to the police. Once a report is
made to the police, the report must be recorded and the police will investigate. This may
include seizure of devices and interviews with the young people involved.

What to do if an incident involving sexting comes to your attention:
•
•
•

Report it to your Designated Safeguarding Lead immediately

•
•

Do not delete the imagery or ask the young person to delete it

•

Do not share information about the incident to other members of staff, the young person(s)
it involves or their, or other, parents and/or carers

•
•

Do not say or do anything to blame or shame any young people involved

Do not view, download or share the imagery yourself, or ask a child to share or download
If you have already viewed the imagery by accident (e.g. if a young person has showed it to
you before you could ask them not to), report this to the DSL
Do not ask the young person(s) who are involved in the incident to disclose information
regarding the imagery. This is the responsibility of the DSL

Do explain to the child that you need to report it and reassure them that they will receive
support and help from the DSL

For further information:
Sexting in Schools and Colleges: Responding to Incidents and Safeguarding Young People
(UKCCIS, 2016)
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